CII Young Indians hold HR session at Truba College

Bhopal: A very beneficial event was organised at Truba College auditorium by the CII Young Indians. HR expert Nandita Malhotra shared some very useful expertise of her for building a strong career.

“If you want to get a good job with a handsome salary immediately after completing your studies, then you will have to prepare yourself from the very first year of your graduation.” said Nandita Malhotra.

In her lecture, Nandita emphasized on good body language, proper handshake skills, eye contact and good knowledge about one’s subjects, and all these will help them to get their dream job.

Same thing done differently

Another speaker Aparna Sharma, director of TS Alloy said, “Everyone studies the same concepts in their syllabus, it’s your skills and way of approaching people which makes you different.”